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ABSTRACT

1.

Online journals (blogs) provide not only an outlet for emotional self-expression, but also a space for social interaction
and commiseration through the exchange of personal stories. However, the massive extent of the blogosphere can
overwhelm users, restricting their ability to make meaningful connections to fellow bloggers. In this article, we present
a system, VIBES, that extracts the important topics from
a blog, measures the emotions associated with those topics,
and generates a suite of visualizations of this information.
Unlike previous research, which has focused on extracting
global trends in opinion across the blogosphere, VIBES focuses on depicting the emotional trajectories of the storylines that persist throughout the life experiences of the individual. In user tests, a majority of participants agreed that
the visualizations revealed the author’s current emotional
state and emotional development over time. VIBES has
potential applications both in connecting users via shared
emotional profiles on social networks, as well as facilitating
self-reflection through private user status displays. It also
offers a fresh perspective for studying emotions and modeling how they change over time, which has a number of
applications in affective computing, including the creation
of emotionally responsive interfaces.

The ability to perceive, express, and manage emotions is
an important aspect of being human. Psychologists have
termed this ability “emotional intelligence,” and it has recently become the focus of studies in the fields of both human psychology as well as artificial intelligence.
Two key components of emotional intelligence - according
to Daniel Goleman, one of the pioneering authors in the
field - are self-awareness and social awareness. Respectively,
these relate to the understanding of one’s own emotions and
the emotions of others [4]. Many believe that these skills are
essential to success in life.
The growth of the internet has provided new tools for refining these skills. The blog, which is essentially a public
online diary, is one such medium. The author of a blog often writes about personal and emotional experiences, while
the reader interprets and responds to these experiences. According to one psychologist, blogs provide the means for “the
blogger to mobilize emotional support and reinforce a social
identity” [27]. For the blogger, therefore, the expression of
emotion can be cathartic and may evoke empathy in the
form of reader responses.
Blog readers, on the other hand, may derive comfort from
identifying with another’s life experiences and may also improve their ability to understand and respond to emotional
processes. This can be especially beneficial when reading
the blogs of those individuals in one’s social network. Both
parties, therefore, stand to develop emotional intelligence
through participation in the blogosphere. A substantial number of people are in a position to take advantage of these
opportunties, with 39% of adult internet users reading blogs
and 12% writing in a blog [25]. The number of blog authors
is greater among online teenagers, with 28% keeping a blog
[24].
Accessing the rich emotional content of blogs, however,
is not a simple process. For the reader, the sheer volume
of blog entries makes navigating the blogosphere unwieldy.
The problem is similar for writers. While they may benefit
from expressing their emotions, it is difficult for them to step
back and assess their emotional patterns from the whole set
of their entries. There is an apparent need for a system that
can harvest emotional data from a blog and present it to the
people that may care about it.
The goal of this work is the creation of such a system,
VIBES1 , that harnesses the power of emotional expression
in blogs in order to facilitate both self-reflection and the
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1

INTRODUCTION

Visualizations of Individual Bloggers’ Emotional States

exchange of emotional intelligence among people. By extracting the topics and their accompanying storylines from a
blog, measuring their emotional content automatically, and
presenting the results to the user in a useful and meaningful
way, VIBES can help users overcome information overload
and access specific emotional trajectories found in the life
stories of others. Rather than seeking to represent the vox
populi as other systems have, VIBES will preserve and amplify the voice of the individual.
VIBES generates visualizations that depict the emotional
content from an individual blog in three different ways. These
visualizations can be placed in a public user profile or displayed privately to the blogger. The existence of an audience
for these visualizations is suggested by the popularity of online personality quizzes; people seem to have an affinity for
tools that reveal information to them about themselves.
In addition, the visualizations offer a tool with which researchers can model “emotional state transition” [31]. Knowledge of these emotional patterns can assist in building emotionally intelligent interfaces that sense and respond to emotional fluctuations in the user.

2.

RELATED WORK

There have been a number of systems that analyze changing sentiment across the blogosphere. These systems tend
to search for trends in popular opinion about such topics as politicians, consumer products, and current events.
One such system is BlogPulse [22]. Some of these global
trend trackers only analyze the number of references to a
given topic, while others also seek to analyze the positive
or negative orientation of the reference. MoodViews measures global mood levels across the LiveJournal user base
and generates graphs to describe them. One of the MoodViews formats is Moodteller, which uses natural language
processing and machine learning to predict moods based on
language used and gets impressive accuracy [20].
There have also been systems that attempt to bring out
the underlying emotional commonalities in diverse and otherwise unrelated bloggers. One such project is We Feel Fine,
which groups blog excerpts that follow a form of the word
“feel” with the same emotion [6]. A similar project is The
Dumpster, which does a similar text search for descriptions
of romantic turmoil [3]. The surrounding text is analyzed
in order to group break-ups with similar characteristics. In
both We Feel Fine and The Dumpster, there is an artistic
interactive interface to navigate through the excerpts. These
systems provide an overview of large groups of bloggers as
well as access to individual voices.
Most of these relevant past studies look for global trends
across large numbers of bloggers, while VIBES focuses on
changes concerning topics specific to each individual.
One similar system, Transient Life, provides a summarization of information about an individual’s general state
of life, which includes an emotional dimension [28]. However,
this system requires the user to explicitly talk about their
thoughts and moods, while VIBES automatically gleans this
data from something the user has already written, i.e. the
blog entries.

3.

THE SYSTEM: VIBES

We propose a system that combines and extends existing
technologies in order to visualize the sentiments expressed
by an individual blogger about specific topics over time. The
system, VIBES, is made up of four primary components: an
entry parser, a topic identifier, an emotion classifier, and a
set of visualizations (Figure 1). There are three visualization modes: EmoGraph, EmoMeters, and EmoCloud, each
of which displays emotion and topic data in a different way.
All of the visualization modes rely on the same basic underlying data collection processes, but they differ in exactly
which data they use and the ways that they display this
data.
The basic system works as follows (Figure 1). Given a
LiveJournal username, the system retrieves all of the corresponding user’s blog entries and identifies the topics from
each entry. Then, the emotion classifier generates sentiment
scores for the topics in the context of each entry. It also
generates a list of emotion bearing words that occur near
the topic. The visualization component processes this information, finds the frequently recurring topics, and generates
three visualizations that summarize the emotions found in
the storylines corresponding to these topics.
In the sections that follow, the components are described
in further detail.

3.1

Entry Parser

The first task for the system is to retrieve the entry text
from the user’s blog. A major problem with processing data
from the Internet it is found in the form of HTML, which is
designed to enable optimal viewing by humans rather than
computers, so it lacks a standard structure. Most blogging
platforms provide a partial solution to this problem by supplying RSS feeds of blog posts. RSS feeds are easier for
a machine to parse because the data is labeled with standard field names such as <pubDate> and <title>. However,
these feeds tend to be limited to only the most recent 25 or
so blog entries. Since a primary goal of VIBES is to illustrate change over time, it is important that the system has
access to all entries. Therefore, our entry aggregator cannot
take advantage of the RSS feeds, but must rather extract
the entries directly from the HTML. This requires a certain
level of knowledge about the formatting of the entry pages.
This format varies so widely across the blogosphere, so we
simplify the process at this initial stage by limiting our system’s retrieval abilities to one blogging site. This makes
parsing the input more manageable.
We chose the blogging site LiveJournal [15] to deploy and
test our system for a number of reasons. First of all, LiveJournal is one of the most popular blogging sites, with over
15 million total users [17]. Also, LiveJournal is purportedly
designed to be used primarily for personal diary-style journals as opposed to more objective journals focused on current events or practical advice [15]. Finally, LiveJournal has
a fairly consistent format for displaying entries. Most LiveJournal navigation and blog entry pages adhere to certain
formatting conventions. For example, dates usually precede
titles, which precede the entry text. This consistency facilitates the automatic extraction of blog entry text.
The entry extractor automatically retrieves entries for a
specified blogger by constructing appropriate URLs and extracting only the blog text from the HTML. Specifically, the

Figure 1: High-level system architecture.

system first visits the user’s profile page to extract the creation date of the journal and the time of the last post. It
then constructs URLs for each month the blog author has
maintained the blog. An example URL would be
http://username.livejournal.com/2000/03/. Each of these
pages displays the times and subjects of each post, with
permanent links to each entry.
The system follows each of these links in succession, storing the subject from the link text. On each entry page, the
parser reads in lines until it encounters this subject text. It
then retrieves the text following the title and preceding the
comments section, which is usually signified by a line containing the text “comments.” The parser then removes any
HTML tags and stores the result as the blog entry text.

3.2

not have the option to train Balie to rectify these issues, as it
would require access to the original copyrighted training corpus. Therefore, some further processing steps are required
to extract the most descriptive topics to improve precision.

Topic Identification

The next step entails identifying the topics in each of the
blog entries.
Identifying topics from text is a classic problem in information retrieval. Two basic approaches are topic classification and keyword extraction. The first requires advance
knowledge of potential topics [5, 12, 18], while the second
does not [1, 19, 9]. VIBES poses a unique challenge because
traditional topic identification methods could not easily be
applied. The set of candidate topics for each blogger—or
even the blogosphere as a whole—is not obvious. We therefore chose the keyword approach.
Specifically, at the heart of the topic identifier is a system
called Balie, which identifies named entities in a novel semisupervised way [21]. Balie, based on a small list of samples
of each type of named entity, uses web searches to generate longer lists of entities of each type. Then it uses the
result of this training to identify entities in a given unseen
text. Unfortunately, while Balie has fairly impressive recall,
there are some problems with its precision. The entities it
identifies are sometimes words that do not correspond to
reasonable topics. For example, it sometimes returns punctuation marks and words like “the,” “in,” and “or.” We did

Figure 2: Individual entity filter.

The VIBES topic identifier takes several steps to filter
these results for the words most likely to represent issues
important to the blogger. Given the initial list of entities
generated by Balie, the topic identifier sends each candidate
entity through a filter (Figure 2). The filter first checks to
make sure it is not a member of a stoplist, which consists of
common words such as “the” and other inappropriate words
that often show up as topics, such as “aka.” It also checks
to make sure that the entity consists of only one word. Although this may seem like an odd decision given that entities
can often contain multiple words, there are several motivations for this choice. One problem is that Balie sometimes
identifies as entities long strings of text that are surrounded
by HTML tags. These appear commonly in blogs because
people often post images as well as tables representing the
results of online personality quizzes the user has taken.
As another discriminating step, the system only accepts
topics in the form of nouns or gerunds. The decision to filter

entities for nouns is a common practice in similar systems
[26, 32]. Nouns are more appropriate for describing topics.
Finally, the system removes topics that are mentioned in
fewer than three entries, since they are probably not important and two data points would not make for a revealing
visualization of change.
Figure 3 displays a blog entry excerpt. Table 1 illustrates
the results of the topic filtering process.
Topics
.

able

can

credit
easier
guess

cristina
eye
idea

day
gardner

life

little

lot
me

made
now
register
short

may
office
registrar
summer

weeks

will

in

chris
dr
good

jobs
loyola
nice

one
right

place
self

time

too

Table 1: The topics produced by Balie. The bold
topics remain after additional filtering.

3.3

Emotional Classification

Once the system has the list of entries and the associated
topics, the next step is to generate data about the emotion
expressed in each entry about each topic.
There are several types of existing systems that handle
this task. One distinction among these systems is whether
they determine only polarity [2, 26, 7, 8] or try to describe emotion more specifically [14, 23]. They also differ
in whether they rely on some pre-determined description of
individual words and sentences [2, 26], or whether they instead exploit the associations of larger texts and sentiment
ratings [11, 10, 29].
Since our end goal is visualizing emotional states, there
are multiple dimensions to the sentiment data we would like
the system to generate. First, it should generate a valence
score for each <entry, topic> pair. It should also identify
the emotional context of each topic. To accomplish these
tasks, we made use of an approach designed by Sood et al.
called Reasoning Through Search [29]. The RTS classifier is
trained on a corpus of product reviews that were accompanied by a numerical star rating. Given text, a subject on
which to focus, and a method for determining context, the
RTS system generates a query of nearby emotion-bearing
words. Based on the number of appearances of the query
words in positive or negative reviews, the system calculates
a sentiment rating for the focus topic on the scale of -2 to
2 indicating the valence of the text with regard to the focus
topic. This is the exactly the functionality needed to permit the generation of an emotional score given an <entry,
topic> pair. The results of the sentiment query also provide
the emotional context component we would like to visualize.
One useful feature of this system is the ability to specify the focus and focus method for the valence determination. The system provides several focus methods, including
the sentence level as well as word windows of various sizes.
The focus method determines which words are included in
the sentiment query. The most accurate seems to be the

“combination” focus method, which is described in detail in
[30]. This method basically first attempts to apply the focus
method with the highest accuracy, which happens to have
limited coverage. If it lacks sufficient information to make
the classification, the next most accurate method is applied.
This process continues until a classification has been made
or all the options have been exhausted.
In addition to using the final classification result, the system accesses the sentiment magnitude of the words that were
used to make the sentiment classification [30]. The system
then calculates the emotional rating of these words in isolation. This information provides the system with the option
to display the most emotional words in the visualization.

3.4

EmoGraph

EmoGraph is the most basic of the visualization modes. It
depicts the entire emotional trajectory of a topic’s storyline
using a standard graphing scheme.

3.4.1

User Scenario

Consider a user who feels like he is constantly struggling
with emotional fluctuations about his financial situation. He
wonders if his friends have had similar experiences. He could
go through and reread each of his friends’ previous blog entries and try to identify emotional changes related to their
thoughts on money, but this would be tedious and timeconsuming. VIBES provides an alternative. The user simply navigates to each of his friends’ profile pages to see a
list of topics important to each one. He chooses the topic,
“money,” and sees the following instance of EmoGraph (see
Figure 4). He sees an emotional snapshot of each friend’s
“money” storyline. If he wants further detail on any one of
the data points on the graph, he clicks on that point, which
displays the entry corresponding to that point.

3.4.2

Design

For each topic, this visualization translates the valence
and timestamp for each topical blog entry into a line graph
(Figure 4). Time is represented along the x-axis and spans
the entire range of relevant blog entries. In a future system,
the user will be able to zoom in on a specific time range.
The y-axis represents the emotion scale, from negative to
positive. The scale of the y-axis ranges from -2 to +2, but
since these numbers are not themselves revealing of the emotional status, we opted to use smiling and frowning icons to
indicate the range of the y-axis. Previous work has found
that such emoticons can be effective in communicating emotion [13]. Variation along the y-axis is depicted using a color
gradient, where lightness corresponds to positive emotions
and darkness to negative emotions. Each point on the graph
corresponds to an entry. The end system will allow the user
to click on these points to access the entries and overlay
multiple topics on the same plot.

3.5
3.5.1

EmoMeters
User Scenario

Now consider a user who has recently discovered the blog
of a long lost friend. She would like to quickly ascertain
the current status of various aspects of her friend’s life. She
could try to read through all of the friend’s blog entries
from the past several months, but with VIBES, she does
not need to. She can simply look at the EmoMeters display

...so right now i’m sitting in the computer lab with a late add form to force add recital
attendance to this semester (i didn’t register for it because i was under the impression i
was finished with it) and i’m staking out the music office waiting for dr. gardner to return
so i can have him sign this
form. then i need to turn it in to registrar and put all the remaining recitals in my planner
so i can rearrange my schedule for them. i’ve refiled my intent to graduate and it now
appears on my account. good. i don’t know what happened to it the first time, i clearly remember doing it weeks ago, but whatever. it’s there now. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAUGH
I JUST WANT TO GET OUT OF HERE! and then move and get married and teach.
that’s all i want right now. graduate, move, get married, teach. graduate, move, get
married, teach. it’s like a mantra that i will repeat to myself to keep me on track. *sigh*
i feel much better now after ranting. i’m pretty sure i’ll be able to handle all of this; i
just needed to vent to get this all out. it’ll be awkward, rearranging some scheduling and
probably not being able to see chris as often (which REALLY sucks) but i’ll do whatever
it takes. long term goals, loyola. think long term goals. that’s something you sort of
suck at. *mutters to self* nothing can really be done, anyway, so just moral support and
encouragement would be nice. okay i’m going to go. i need to keep an eye out for dr.
gardner...
Figure 3: Sample blog entry.

Figure 4: EmoGraph: changes in topical emotion
over time.

of her friend’s profile (Figure 5), which depicts the most
recent opinion expressed about each topic. If she would like
to know more details, she can click on the topic to navigate
to the relevant entry. She has now, at a glance, gleaned
the most recent emotional content about the subjects most
important to her old friend.

3.5.2

Design

The EmoMeters visualization sorts the topics according to
number of entries in which they are mentioned. The rationale is that the more often a blog author discusses a topic,
the more important it is to the author. In this visualization mode, the system then finds the most recent mention
of each of the most important 12 topics. For each of these
mentions, the valence is displayed in the form of a gauge.
The angle of the gauge hand corresponds to the valence.
There are three regions to each gauge: positive, negative,
and neutral. These regions are colored according to popular mental associations between color and emotion. The
positive region is green, the negative is red, and the neu-

Figure 5: EmoMeters: depicting current emotional
state about a variety of topics.

tral is yellow. We decided on the gauge metaphor for this
visualization since it conveys the current status of various
aspects of the blogger’s life. The twelve gauges are displayed
together in the same space, which is reminiscent of a car’s
dashboard display. Unlike the other two visualizations, the
EmoMeters visualization allows the user to make comparisons among topics. It also differs from EmoGraph in that
it depicts static data rather than change over time.

3.6
3.6.1

EmoCloud
User Scenario

Suppose the previous user who has stumbled across the
blog of an old friend and already perused the EmoMeters
would like to know more about her friend’s positive associations with “Chris.” She simply needs to click on the corresponding EmoMeter to obtain an EmoCloud for the topic
“Chris” (Figure 6). She will quickly be able to see both the
negative and positive words her friend uses when discussing

Chris. This provides her with details about her friend’s relationship with Chris without requiring her to read a large
number of blog entries.

than change over time. A distinguishing characteristic of
this visualization mode is its level of detail. While the other
two visualizations depict only valence data, EmoCloud depicts a summary of overall valence as well as the actual words
that influence this valence.

3.7

Summary

By identifying topics using Named Entity Recognition
with additional filtering and classifying emotions using a system trained on product reviews [21, 29], VIBES generates
topical emotion data that is displayed to the user through
one of three visualizations. Users can share these visualizations through online profiles.

4.

EVALUATION

Evaluating a system like VIBES is not a straightforward
matter. We could test each component of the system by
asking study participants specific questions about each topic
presented and each emotion rating assigned. However, since
the ultimate goal of the system is to generate a useful set
of visualizations for the users and since testing each aspect
of each visualization would be a considerable burden on the
test users, it seemed the best way to evaluate the system
was to use a holistic approach.

4.1
Figure 6: EmoCloud: emotion bearing word associations

3.6.2

Design

EmoCloud is inspired by the concept of tag clouds. The
goal is to convey the nature of the emotional language used
in reference each topic. EmoCloud is powered by the raw
word-rating data from the emotional classifier. The system
extracts the words used to make the sentiment query for
each instance of the topic word. These are words located
near the topic word that are used to determine the valence
of the author’s opinion about the topic. For each word in
the query, the system retrieves the average of the probability
that the word is negative and the probability that the word
is positive based on the data from product review training in
the RTS system. These words combine to generate a “sentiment magnitude” [29]. In preparation for the visualization,
the system then filters words that do not meet a certain
threshold, which was determined through experimentation.
It is the words whose scores surpass this threshold that are
the most emotional. The results of this process over all of
a user’s blog entries are combined. Duplicates are removed
from the list, but the number of appearances of each word
is stored. The system then classifies the valence of each of
these words in isolation.
For each topic, the system generates a separate visualization. The topic word is displayed in the middle of the
window. The emotion bearing words are displayed on either
side. The positive words are displayed in blue under a plus
sign on one side, and the negative words are in red under
a minus sign on the other side. The size of each word is
determined by the number of times it appears in the blog
entries.
Like EmoMeters, EmoCloud displays a static state rather

Methods

Of the 10 study participants, 40% were male and 60% were
female. Half of the users were in the 25-30 age range, and
the rest were distributed fairly evenly among 18-24, 30-35,
and 40+. All of the participants had read and written in a
blog at least once. Half of them said they read blogs several
times a day. When asked about how much they write in
blogs, 40% said they had only written in blogs a few times
in their lives.
To test the system, we located a random blog using a
built-in LiveJournal random blog selector [16]. VIBES processed this blog’s entries from the past three months. We
then asked the 10 participants to read through these blog
entries, view the corresponding VIBES visualizations, and
then rate their level of agreement or disagreement with a
number of statements about the accuracy and utility of the
visualizations generated by VIBES (see Table 2). The results of the study are displayed in Table 32 .

4.2

Discussion

Participants generally agreed that the visualizations represented important topics, with 80−90% agreeing somewhat
or strongly with the first statement for each visualization.
EmoGraph performed the best overall, with 70% of participants agreeing with statement 2 that the visualization betters understanding of emotional development. EmoGraph
also got a 70% approval rating for being useful in the blogs
the participants read.
EmoMeters and EmoCloud performed better at showing
current state, with 60% in both cases agreeing with statement 3. Fewer participants, however expressed an interest
in seeing EmoCloud or EmoMeters generated for the blogs
they read or write.
The results regarding portrayal of current state versus
change are expected given the differing goals of the various
visualizations. The participant comments on the usefulness
2

One participant opted out of responding to statement 5.

Number
1
2
3
4

5

Statement
This image represents a topic, Chris, that
is important to this blogger.
This image helps me understand the blogger’s emotional development.
This image accurately reflects the blogger’s
current attitudes toward this topic.
I would find it useful to see a similar image
generated from topics in the blogs I read
regularly (if you don’t read blogs, suppose
you did)
I would find it useful to see a similar image
generated from topics in my blog (if you
don’t have a blog, suppose you did).

Table 2: Statements presented to study participants.
Statements
1
2
3
4
5

EmoGraph
80%
70%
50%
70%
50%

EmoCloud
90%
40%
60%
40%
20%

EmoMeters
80%
30%
60%
40%
33.3%

Table 3: Percentage of participants that agreed
somewhat or strongly with each statement.

of the visualizations will be helpful in refining the system.
For example, it seems a more explanatory interface is required for EmoMeters.

5.

FUTURE WORK

Potential extensions to VIBES include the addition of interactivity, including topic and date selection as well as navigation capabilities. In addition, future innovations in topic
identification and emotion classification can easily be integrated into VIBES because of its modularity.
There are also a number of avenues for exploration into the
application of VIBES technology in emotional intelligence
research. We are currently investigating the similarity in
emotional pattern data among different bloggers. For example, once integrated into a social blogging site, VIBES could
be extended to allow bloggers to search for people whose
emotional patterns are similar to their own. We define similarity in terms of the closeness of vectors that summarize
each emotion data point.
Another extension involves comparing these vectors among
different topics to analyze which topics are associated with
related emotional patterns.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a system called VIBES, which is intended to further our understanding of emotional intelligence by visually depicting the evolving emotional states
in blogs at the individual blogger level. We have combined
topic identification, emotion classification, and visualization
technologies in order to accomplish this task.
VIBES generates three visualizations: Emograph, which
depicts changes in emotional valence throughout topic-specific
storylines; EmoCloud, which displays topical words with the

greatest emotional intensity; and EmoMeters, which provides a status display of emotions with regard to topics most
important to a blogger.
As a majority (70%) of study participants found EmoGraph helpful in understanding the emotional development
of the blogger, we are confident that the system has potential to expand the emotional intelligence of blog readers. The
user tests also suggest that changes in emotion over time are
more useful to users than depictions of static state. Additional user testing is required to determine the usefulness
to blog writers. The EmoCloud and EmoMeters displays
were considerably less popular among participants, suggesting that improvements in clarity and aesthetic qualities may
be required before the system could be deployed.
Finally, the EmoGraph visualization of VIBES provides a
framework for modeling emotional variation over time. This
framework can help researchers develop emotionally intelligent interfaces that can sense and respond to human emotions, which remains an open problem in affective computing.
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